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in: Grand Exchange, Requires price updates / 29+ days Of Community Content can be found under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. in: Grand Exchange, Requires price updates / 29+ days Of Community Content can be found under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. This article is about the cooked version. For the raw version, see
Raw Sharks. Sharks can be obtained by cooking raw sharks at fire ranges or cooking. They can be cooked with level 80 Cooking and cure up to 2,000 live points each. Sharks are fished with harpoons requiring 76 fishing, but they can also be fished barehanded, which requires level 96 fishing, level 76 Strength, and part compression of
Barbarian Training. Raw sharks can be caught in most net fishing/harpoon spots; Several locations include the Fishing Association, Catherby, Burgh de Rott, Rellekka, Jatizso, and northwest Elf Camp. Sharks can also be frozen by granite lobster, level 74 common suit. The shark gives 110 fishing experiences per catch and 210 cooking
experiences when cooked. Players never stop burning sharks (even with cooking stimulated to over 100) unless they wear cookware, where sharks stop burning at level 94 cooking, or use the benefits of a cooking cap. Using cook-all, full inventory of sharks (28) can be cooked within 68 seconds, as they take four ticks of their respective
games to cook. Each inventory will give up to 5,880 cooking experiences, and that number is guaranteed at level 94 cooking with cookware. Banking time varies, but doing the full round in 75 seconds (seven second banks) will produce 282,240 cooking experiences in an hour. Sharks are very useful when inside Wilderness, as they
restore up to 2,000 points of life and are reasonably cheap. For many players, it is common practice to fill their inventory with sharks before entering the wilderness. Sharks used to be the most popular food for members, but with the introduction of Living Rock Caverns and rocktails, the use of sharks has greatly decreased. While rocktails
can restore more live points (up to 2,300), some people prefer sharks because they are easier to get and cheaper alternatives. If the benefits have been unlocked, large white sharks are raw respected 50% of the time when fishing sharks. Players can sometimes get big sharks during fishing. This can be installed in the Skills Hall at home
owned by a player with a level of 76 Construction. Creation[edit | edit source] Shark Level XP80210 (231)4 (2.4s) 1,964Servings1 LP2000RequirementsBurn levelNever Gauntlets94 Members only Need a variety or fire sharks12,1352,135Profit-171 Products[edit | edit source] This list is dynamically created, and shows the first 100 items
alphabetically. To force update this list, click here. For a complete list of items, click here. Location[edit | edit source] Drop source[edit | edit source] This list was created For help, see Frequently Asked Questions. To force update this list, click here. For a complete list of all known resources for this item, see here (including RDT). ^ a c
There is more information about this decline; see the relevant page for details. Aforementioned sharks can sometimes be found in the bins. They are also available from level 3 of the Khazanah Line. Shark fishing venue [edit source] Advantage Location WeaknessEs Need To Fishing Guild Closest to bank culinar range at home fishing
stores south of Obelisk More shark patch in the south, further platform 68 fishing (shark fishing requires 76 fishing anyway) Catherby Fairly close to the Bank Network on the bank route of the Sharks small obelisk fishing store is often further from the bank than other fishing spots No Burgh de Rott Fair close to the Spots Bank almost every
one else (1 or so 2 space) Fire remains in the east of the Bank. Vyrewatch can attack you, although in the dock Must have started In West Myreque Help camp Elf Two fires that remain in the camp Very far from the bank, unless the Dead Catch has finished, open the deposit box. It's hard to get to, unless Lodestone Tirannwn has been
unlocked. Completion of the search for Jatizso Fairly Underground Pass is close to the bank A small obelisk Just one cooking spot in Jatizso, a bit of a range in the east of the bank. Start The Fremennik Isles Rellekka Far from the bank (unless you have done a simple Fremennic achievement). None, but the Fremennic Trial is useful. The
Ape Atoll Quiet area is far from the crowd. This place never disappears, and only moves a little every once in a while. Far from the bank unless Dead Catch has been completed. Start Monkey Dismantled Madness[edit | edit source] Historical updates[edit | edit source] The update history project is work in progress – not all updates to this
topic can be protected below. See here for how to help! Update 27 February 2002 (Update): Before 2007, the price of sharks was quite stable at about 1,000 coins each. However, real-world traders and macroers who catch sharks bring prices down to as low as 400 coins each in the summer of 2007. In 2008, sharks were around 800
coins each. After trading offset macro and boat updates is no longer useful and as these shark supplies decline and prices rise. The popularity of the PvP world is increasing demand for sharks even more. This is combined with inflation from drops in the world of PvP and brings sharks to around 1,500 coins each. Shark prices then fall
when supplies are trapped and surpassed demand for player-killers, causing prices to fall further. By February 2011, shark prices fall to almost 500 each, with the release of free trade. In May 2011 the price of cooked sharks was at 410 stable coins for a long time. After nuke Boat update, shark prices surge as boats no longer fish them,
but fall slowly as the boat makes their way back into the game. Prior to the release of the Grand Exchange, Edgeville was a popular place to buy and sell sharks due to its proximity to the wilderness. It was used until the closure of Bounty Hunter Worlds, as many PKers run out of food and could not be bothered to go to the Grand
Exchange. Sometimes the price of cooked sharks is very past the price for the crude. Therefore, they are usually used to cook to make a profit. (Beware of losing some investments to burn.) On Evil Bob Island, if you have a shark cooked in your inventory and try to unravel it, it tells you that you need 40 levels of uncooking. According to
Brugsen Bursen at the Grand Exchange, the cooked shark was once worth just 5 coins. [1] ^ Brugsen Bursen, RuneScape. Well, the quantity is constantly increasing. I remember the day when you could buy some cooked sharks for five coins! Login to the Scale of Zulrah This website and its contents are copyrighted © 1999 – 2021 Jagex
Games Ltd, 220 Science Park, Cambridge, CB4 0WA, United Kingdom. The use of this website is subject to the &amp;Terms; Old School RuneScape Privacy Policy Terms and Conditions | Change Cookie Settings RSS Feed Log on the Zulrah scale of the Site and the contents are copyrighted in © 1999 – 2021 Jagex Games Ltd, 220
Science Park, Cambridge, CB4 0WA, United Kingdom. The use of this website is subject to the &amp;Terms; Old School RuneScape Privacy Policy Terms and Conditions | Change my RSS Feed Cookie Settings should try to cook this. Today Changes - 32 - 1% 1 Month Change 258 + 13% 3 Months Change 125 + 6% 6% 6 Months
Change 393 + 22% I better carefully eat this. Today Changes - 9 + 0% 1 Month Changes - 268 - 12% 3 Months Change 40 + 2% 6 Months Change 16 + 0% 0%
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